Motivation: Detailed copy number (CN) variation data can be obtained from 450k or EPIC Illumina methylation assays. However, the effects of different preprocessing strategies (normalization, transformation and selection of gain/loss cutoff values) on variant calling have not been evaluated systematically. Results: We provide an R package which allows to directly compare any preprocessed CN data. It provides its own CN alteration detection methodology: segments are identified through detection of changes in variance of CN data and are subsequently filtered for significance. Meaningful cutoffs for gain/loss definition can be identified automatically through analysis of the resulting DCN distributions of all analyzed samples. Three exemplary datasets (2x450k, 1xEPIC) were selected for comparative analyses of Raw, Illumina, SWAN, Quantile, Noob, Funnorm and Dasen normalizations. Importantly, all CN data distributions were skewed (-0.66 to -1.2) therefore requiring different gain/ loss cutoffs. Depending on the normalization method, prominent baseline differences between samples could be observed. We present a workflow, which alleviates both issues: Z-transformation removes baseline differences between samples, and automatic cutoff selection circumvents the problems accompanying the skewed distributions. Additional filtering of candidates by significance yields comparable results for most enumerated normalization methods except for SWAN. In contrast, manual cutoff determination results in highly variable numbers of variant calls, highly dependent on the selected normalization method. Taken together, we present a workflow which allows to robustly identify copy number alterations in methylation array data fairly independent of the applied normalization. Availability and Implementation: The cnAnalysis450k package is available on github (https://
Introduction
The Illumina 450k methylation array provides data for approximately 480 000 CpG probes distributed over the genome (Sandoval et al., 2011) , the EPIC array covers circa 860 000 probes. Copy number variations as an important layer of information in cancer biology can be derived from these array data (Feber et al., 2014) . Larger alterations of copy numbers on chromosomal levels already have an important prognostic and therapeutic impact (see e.g. the chr1p/19q co-deletion in glioma (Intergroup Radiation Therapy Oncology Group Trial, 2006; van den Bent et al., 2006) . By using the 450k/EPIC methylation assay, a much more detailed analysis of copy number alterations is possible. However, no standard is established on how to analyze these data, regarding optimal normalization, transformation and gain/loss cutoff selection. Furthermore, an R package which allows for flexible filtering for desired minimal effect sizes, given significance levels and automatic cutoff selection for the identified chromosomal segments is missing. Genomic alignment of several samples for an easy comparison and application of machine learning algorithms is also not supported by the available packages. The aspect of erroneous variant calling due to different baseline values is already addressed in the CopyNumber450kCancer package (Marzouka et al., 2016) . However, most of the available R packages rely on selected normalization methods and lack the possibility to directly compare several samples. To overcome these limitations, we present a widely adaptable R package, which is able to analyze any CN array data (e.g. as part of a MethylSet), independently of the performed normalization/transformation.
Materials and methods
The impact of different preprocessing strategies (normalization and transformation) on identification of altered chromosomal segments was evaluated using methylation data from tissue/cell lines/blood DNA acquired with 450k and EPIC Illumina methylation arrays (Fig. 1 ). Compared were the number of identified gains and losses for different strategies.
The conumee (Hovestadt et al. 2015) package, which is widely used to retrieve copy number alterations from methylation array data was used as reference method. Conumee uses the circular binary segmentation algorithm (Olshen et al., 2004) implemented in the DNAcopy package (Venkatraman et al., 2016) to identify segments. We slightly adapted the fitting step of the conumee package by setting all CN 6 Inf values to NA. After that, all NA values were imputed using the impute.knn() function from the impute (Hastie et al., 2016) package.
We present an alternative method for identification of segments which utilizes the changepoint (Killick et al., 2014) package. This package provides several methods to identify changepoints in data.
Analyzed data: 450k methylation array data from the CopyNumber450kData (Papillon-Cavanagh et al., 2014) package was used. All samples are annotated to be from healthy tissue without copy number aberrations. Detailed analysis of beta values via principal component analysis, however, identified two outliers by analyzing the loadings of principal component 1 ( Supplementary  Fig. S1 ). Both samples were excluded from further analyses. The remaining data was split in controls (1-25) and samples . A second dataset, for which matched EPIC and 450k data is available, was retrieved from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (Edgar et al., 2002 ) (accession number: GSE86833). The EPIC samples were also analyzed by principal component analysis and three samples were excluded ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). The remaining data was again split into controls (1-6) and samples (7-12). In the matching 450k dataset, these three outliers were excluded.
The complete process of identifying gains and losses (chromosomal segments) in CN data can be divided in three main parts: I) Preprocessing of raw data (idat files/RGChannelSets), II) Identification of chromosomal segments, III) Selection of relevant alterations (threshold determination for gains/losses of segments). In detail, the following steps were performed:
Part I: Different normalization methods implemented in the minfi (Aryee et al., 2014) (Raw, Illumina, Funnorm, SWAN, Quantile, Noob) and the wateRmelon (Pidsley et al., 2013) packages (Dasen) were compared. As the Noob normalization yields the same results as the Funnorm normalization, only the latter is shown in detail. To correct for baseline differences between samples, we applied a z-transformation (Fig. 3, Supplementary Figs S2, S3 ) as a substitute for the by Marzourka et al. proposed baseline correction. The latter shifts all segments identified with the conumee package in a way that the maximum of the DCN distribution is set to zero.
Part II: We provide a method to segment data by screening for differences in variance (using the cpr.var() method from the changepoint package (Killick et al., 2014) . Furthermore, we introduce the Fig. 1 . Overview of data processing steps and analysis workflows possibility to test for significance between a putatively altered segment in a given sample and all controls: All CN values from the given sample segment are tested (standard: Wilcoxon test, alternatively: t-test) against all corresponding CpG CN values from all controls. To quantify their distance, the difference of medians between all CN values belonging to the putative segment of a given sample and an aggregated control vector (median of all CN values for each CpG spot of all controls) is calculated (D CN).
One of our aims was to make samples with their segmental alterations directly comparable regarding their exact chromosomal position. Furthermore, we wanted to provide data in a way that can easily be used for further analyses (e.g. hierarchical cluster analysis). Therefore, we introduced an alignment step between part II and III, which returns a matrix of all samples aligned by chromosomal position containing the previously calculated distances (DCN) of (sub-)segments or any other candidate.
Part III: A widely used heuristic to identify gains or losses is to use a symmetrical absolute cutoff of 60.1 for conumee processed data. We propose a data driven cutoff selection which respects the skewness of CN data distributions together with the possibility to select only alterations above a minimum effect size (Fig. 5) . The result is a -1/0/þ1 matrix for losses/no-alteration/gains which can then be further tested against a given classification, e.g. with an exact Fisher's test or a Chi-squared test.
To systematically evaluate the effect of the previously enumerated issues, we created three workflows (A-C, Fig. 1 ).
Workflow A: I) RGChannelSets from idat files are preprocessed with the Raw, Illumina (GenomicRatioSets), Funnorm, SWAN, Quantile (MethylSets) preprocessing functions from the minfi package. Additionally, Raw normalized data is further processed with the Dasen normalization from the wateRmelon package (Pidsley et al., 2013) . II) Segments are identified by screening for changes in variance (Fig. 4) , significance filtering is applied using the Wilcoxon test with a P-value of 0.05. III) Cutoffs are selected automatically (Figs 2, 6) with a minimum required effect size of 60.05.
Workflow B: I) Equivalent to workflow A. Additionally, a z-transformation is performed on the data to adjust for baseline differences (Fig. 3, Supplementary Figs S2, S3) . II þ III) Equivalent to workflow A.
Workflow C: I) RGChannelSets from idat files are preprocessed with preprocessRaw() and preprocessIllumina(), yielding MethylSets. II) Conumee is used to calculate segments and returns a data.frame with all identified segments. Segments from multiple samples are then aligned by chromosomal position in the runConumee() function of the cnAnalysis450k package. III) Equivalent to workflow A.
How all workflows can be used when analyzing transcripts, genes or bins is shown in the completeWorkflow vignette. A standard analysis, using workflow B to identify segments, can be found in the shortWorkflow vignette.
The R code for all performed analyses can be found in supplementary data (analysis_r_script.Rmd).
Implementation
A use-case of the package to identify gains/losses in 450k data (minfiData::RGsetEx) using workflow B with Illumina normalization, segment selection with a P-value of 0.05 (Wilcoxon test) and a minimal effect size of 0.1 for gains and 0.15 for losses is shown in Listings 1-6. . Segments identified in the CopyNumber450kData and EPIC datasets (samples) for different normalization methods. Only segments are shown which are altered in at least one sample and are retained after filtering by P-value (P-value < 0.05, Wilcoxon test; no minimal required effect size) 3.1 Preprocessing 3.1.1 Normalization Idat files can be loaded using the read.methyarray() function from the minfi package, which returns a RGChannelSet. This dataset can then be normalized by using normalization methods implemented in minfi. Raw, Illumina and SWAN preprocessing yields a MethylSet, Funnorm and Quantile preprocessing functions, however, return a GenomicRatioSet. The latter data structure cannot be used directly with conumee (workflow C). Dasen normalization can be performed additionally after preprocessing (e.g. Raw, standard in the wateRmelon package). All described preprocessing strategies return an object containing a CN assay. This is extracted with the minfi::getCN() function returning a matrix. Samples and controls are normalized together and then stored separately in the ctrlAll and samples matrices.
Transformation
For workflow B, a z-transformation is applied to all controls and samples after normalization to adjust for baseline variations (Fig. 3) .
All controls are aggregated by calculating the median value for each CpG probe (ctrl). This resulting vector is used for calculations of CN differences (DCN) between sample and control candidates later on, whereas all values from the ctrlAll matrix are used to test for differences in control/sample distributions (u-test, t-test).
Candidate identification

Segment identification
With the preprocessed datasets, segments can now be identified using the cpt.var() function from the changepoint package (workflow A þ B). This leads to identification of segments by differences in variance (Fig. 4) . Alternatively, segments can be identified using the conumee package (workflow C).
Bins, transcripts and genes
If one is interested in copy number alterations for a given bin size or distinct transcripts/genes, these can be calculated with the createBins() and getTxValues() functions for workflow A þ B. For the conumee pathway, the 'what' parameter can be set to 'transcripts' or 'bins' when calling the runConumee() function. The getTxValues() function is also available in a parallelized version (getTxValuesFast()).
Candidate selection
The next step is to filter for candidates (segments, transcripts,. . .) which are significantly different between controls and samples. This is achieved by calculating a Wilcoxon test (standard) or t-test between all CpG probe values belonging to a given candidate from all controls (ctrlAll) and the respective sample CN values. The significance level is given as a parameter to the createSegmentMatrix() function. This function also aligns all samples by chromosomal position. Exemplary selected candidates for a P-value of 0.05 (u-test) for Raw, Illumina and Dasen normalization are shown in Figure 5 . An exemplary matrix of results is shown in Figure 6C . 
Automatic cutoff determination for gains/losses
In this step, a threshold (cutoff) for gains/losses is determined automatically by analyzing the distribution of all DCN values for each segment/transcript/gene/bin using the findCutoffs() function (Fig. 6) . A proximity parameter can be set which smoothes the resulting gain/loss matrix by analyzing not each candidate alone, but additionally selecting n preceding and m subsequent candidates (corresponding to rows: segments/bins/transcripts; proximity ¼ c(n,m)) for density fitting. Chromosomal borders are respected. If the proximity parameter is set to c(0,0), a parallelized function is used. First, the global maximum is identified in the DCN value distribution of a given candidate (segment, transcript, gene, bin) and the corresponding DCN value is defined as baseline value. Second, the first local minimum above and below this baseline value is selected as cutoff for gains and losses. If no such minimum exists, points of inflection are retrieved (below and above the baseline value) and if at least three of them can be identified, the mean of the corresponding second and third DCN values (counting from the baseline value) is identified as threshold ( Figs 2C, D, 6B ). If neither strategy yields gain/loss cutoff values, the respective threshold variables are set to NA and the segment is considered non-alterated.
Gain/loss matrix
To create the final gain/loss matrix for all segments, the automatically determined cutoffs are applied to the segment matrix (segmentData()). To be able to identify only alterations above a certain threshold, an effect size parameter is given: (a, b). Only candidates above (a)/below (b) this absolute value are retained as valid candidates. Alternatively, absolute cutoffs can be given manually using the segmentDataAbs() function.
Results
Preprocessing alters the distribution of copy number data profoundly
Different preprocessing methods, e.g. as provided by the minfi package (Raw, Illumina, Funnorm, SWAN, Noob, Quantile) or the wateRmelon package (Dasen) alter the distribution of copy number values profoundly for both 450k and EPIC data (Fig. 3A, B , Supplementary Figs S2-S4 ). Illumina normalization leads to the widest ranges of CN data values in all datasets. Z-transformation (workflow B) leads to an adjustment (baseline) of sample distributions, which is especially prominent in Raw and SWAN normalized data (Supplementary Figs S2, S3 ). Dasen and Quantile normalization do not show prominent differences in their respective distributions between workflow A and B. Kruskal-Wallis tests identify significant differences in all preprocessed datasets (Fig. 3C , all P-values below 0.001, Supplementary Fig. S11 ). As all tested samples from the CopyNumber450kData dataset belong to a control sample set of normal, healthy tissue without copy number alterations, a low test-statistic is desirable to avoid false positives. Dasen and Quantile normalizations show the lowest test-statistics for non-transformed data. This finding is preserved after z-transformation in 450k data. 
Small gain/loss segments can be identified by screening for changes in variance
Using the changepoint package, breakpoints of gain/loss segments can be identified by screening for changes in variances with high sensitivity (Fig. 4) . This high sensitivity (including false positives) is at this point no disadvantage: Following steps will eliminate nonsignificant differences between sample segments/controls and small effects can be filtered, therefore ensuring an adequate specificity.
Non-parametric tests help identifying significant alterations
To evaluate the identified alterations, each candidate (segment, transcript, bin) can be tested using either the Wilcoxon-test (standard) or t-test for a given significance level. All contributing CpG CN values of a given candidate are compared to all matching CN values of the control group. This identifies significantly different altered segments. However, due to baseline differences in non-transformed data (especially Raw, SWAN), some identified segments might be false positives or might be missed. Therefore it is highly advisable to adjust for baseline changes by either applying a z-transformation or using a normalization method which corrects for baseline changes (e.g. Dasen, Fig. 3, Supplementary Figs S2 and S3 ). The number of identified segments depending on the selected P-value is shown in Supplementary Figs S5-S10.
Manual cutoff selection is error prone
As selection of significant candidates does not imply clinical relevance, a further selection step is advisable to retain only alterations differing in at least a minimal given effect size (might be asymmetrical). This selected minimal effect size can be used as a rigid cutoff, identifying all candidates beyond this value as gain/loss (manual, absolute cutoff approach). Alternatively, an automatic selection method can be applied, which relies on analysis of DCN value distributions to identify relevant gains/losses (automatic approach) (Figs 2, 6 ). The manual approach might be rather error prone, especially for non z-transformed data/non-baseline adjusted data as segments might be identified as gains/losses merely due to baseline changes (Supplementary Figs S2 and S3) . The automatic cutoff approach is described in detail in the 'Automatic cutoff determination for gains/losses' subsection. Using the automatic cutoff selection together with significance filtering and z-transformation, the amount of identified gains/losses is relatively robust against small changes of effect sizes compared to the manual approach (Supplementary Figs S5-S10).
Overestimation of copy number losses
Due to the pronounced skewness of CN data (Figs 3A, 5, Supplementary Figs S2-S4, S5-S10), a symmetric absolute cutoff selection without previous filtering for significance might lead to an overestimation of losses compared to gains (Fig. 7 , absolute cutoff, workflow C). This problem can partly be alleviated by choosing thresholds for gains and losses automatically (Fig. 7 , automatic cutoff, workflow C). Most analyzed preprocessing strategies show this tendency towards a higher number of identified losses compared to gains (Fig. 7, . Using non z-transformed data results in a wide range of identified variants and seems therefore not advisable. Z-transformed data, however, yield comparable results for most analyzed normalization methods. Only SWAN normalization yields different results: Using the automatic cutoff selection, a slightly higher number of gains and losses is identified in the CopyNumber450kData dataset. In the 450k GSE86833 dataset, however, no candidates are identified while all other methods show comparable amounts of identified gains and losses. Exemplary tumor data from 105 neuroblastoma samples (450k, GSE73515) are shown in Supplementary Figure S12 . As controls, samples from the CopyNumber450kData package were used (two outliers were removed, see above). Especially for workflow C, a much higher number of losses is identified compared to gains. Workflow B, however, yields relatively stable results for both manual and automatic cutoff selection.
EPIC versus 450k data
The number of identified altered segments in the EPIC dataset is much smaller compared to the resulting number of identified segments derived from 450k data (Fig. 7) . Depending on the selected normalization method, 0-4 (sub-)segments are identified in the EPIC data (workflow B, automatic cutoff selection), whereas 1-27 (sub-)segments are identified in the 450k dataset (Fig. 7,   Supplementary Figs S7, S9 ). Selecting segments choosing absolute cutoffs yields much higher results. However, an additional significance filtering step is highly advisable, as omitting this step (workflow C) roughly doubles the amount of identified losses (n ¼ 50) even when using the automatic cutoff selection (Fig. 7) .
Discussion
Copy number alterations are an important level of information in tumor biology. Their prognostic and subgroup-defining value is of high relevance in glioma (Intergroup Radiation Therapy Oncology Group Trial, 2006; van den Bent et al., 2006) . CN variation data can be derived from methylation assays, e.g. the Illumina 450k or EPIC methylation array. However, analysis of these data is not standardized, and several competing normalization methods for the methylation arrays are available. This makes CN variation data results hard to compare. We provide an R package which allows to easily compare different normalization methods: An alternative approach to identify CN alterations on segment, bin and transcript level with high sensitivity is presented. The changepoint package is used to identify altered chromosomal segments within CN data. Filtering steps follow, which allow to test for significance of alterations (u-test, t-test). Additionally, identification of CN alterations using the conumee package is supported. Furthermore, we present a method to automatically detect meaningful cutoffs for gain/loss definition respecting a minimum required effect size.
A 450k methylation array dataset (healthy tissue, CopyNumber450kData) as well as a dataset containing matching 450k and EPIC data (GEO68633) were used to perform comparative analyses after outlier removal.
Importantly, all CN distributions are skewed (-0.62 to -1.2), and therefore most methods identify a larger number of losses compared to gains. This is especially important when applying a manual cutoff. Here, an asymmetric gain/loss cutoff would be advisable contrary to widely used symmetric cutoffs. Furthermore, several normalization methods return data which show differences in their baseline (especially Raw, SWAN). Here, either relatively large cutoffs can be used to ignore these baseline differences. This, however, might mask smaller CN variations. Alternatively, an adjustment of baseline differences can be pursued. Quantile and Dasen normalization adjust for these differences; alternatively, we propose to z-transform data. Another approach to correct for baseline differences is described by Marzouka et al. (2016) . The corresponding CopyNumber450kCancer package, however, processes only conumee output data.
We could show that if a manual cutoff is used for gain/loss determination, reasonable combinations of P-value filtering and absolute thresholds vary widely (Supplementary Figs S6, S8, S10 ). However, this uncertainty in optimal P-value/threshold selection can be partly overcome by using the proposed automatic cutoff selection approach on z-transformed data (Supplementary Figs S5, S7, S9 ). This leads, irrespective of the selected normalization method, to comparable numbers of identified gains and losses. Solely SWAN normalization yields different results.
Furthermore, we propose that a high sensitivity in identification of even small copy number alterations can be achieved with the proposed workflow B in combination with automatic cutoff selection: Some of the identified segments retain significance for reasonably high minimum effect sizes (P-value < 10 À 10, DCN > 0.2, Supplementary Figs S5-S10). These are not detected in workflow C. Fig. 7 . Number of identified copy number gains/losses for 450k and EPIC datasets depending on the selected normalization, applied z-transformation (workflow B) and manual/automatic cutoff selection. P-value: 0.05, u-test for workflow A þ B. Minimum required effect size and absolute cutoff: 60.05
